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About Us

The Staff At Stockton Propeller Are Experts
in Aircraft Propeller Inspection and Repair
We Are A Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) Certified Repair Stationlocated in Central California
We Specialize in Full-Service Governor, Metal, & Composite Propeller Overhaul & Maintenance
At Stockton Propeller, we are a full-service propeller overhaul and maintenance facility. We provide our services to individuals, fixed base operators (FBOs), flight
schools, and Air Carriers.
We provide technical support and complimentary quotes as part of our service to the local aviation community. Our managers and staff average over 20 years of
experience each in aviation and propeller/governor experience.
We are experts in blade overhaul/reconditioning. This technology-based art form uses force application devices incombination with time-proven manual techniques. Ouroverarching goal is to repair damaged propellers back to specification or modify experimental blades to achieve an extra percentage of performance.
We specialize in simple fixed-pitch metal propellers ranging through complexity to Hamilton-Standard Warbird Propellers and Hartzell Composite/Constant Speed
Propellers.
In addition to Hartzell and Hamilton Standard propellers, we also service the following OEMs:

•
•
•
•

McCauley
MT
Raytheon / Beech / Flottorp
Whirlwind

•
•
•
•

Catto
Sensenich
Woodward
Aero Technologies (PCU)

We stand by our commitment to quality, service, and integrity. We value efficiency and craftsmanship. We offer a no-hassle warranty on our work.
We also offer free pick-up and delivery in our service area of central and northern California and Northwestern Nevada.
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Propeller Reseal & Inspection

Propellers have a recommended Time Between Overhaul (TBO) period that includes calendar time as well as hours of operation. The hours
recommendation is due to wear of parts and stress fatigue due to hours of use. The calendar recommendation is due to aging of seals and
lubricants and the forming of corrosion. Most people will reach the calendar limit well before they reach one-third to one-half of the hour
recommendation.
When you send your metal or composite propeller to an FAA certified repair facility, like Stockton Propeller, for your propeller reseal and inspection,
you are trusting your propeller to the best. We are a shop of knowledgeable and fully-trained personnel who genuinely understand teardown,
inspection, and assembly processes and procedures.
Even if your propeller appears to be functioning very well, internal corrosion—especially if you fly or live in humid climates—could be
destroying your propeller. Catch corrosion early with regular inspections!
In order to perform an inspection it is necessary to do a reseal since the prop needs the internal parts inspected as well as the external parts. We
take the propeller entirely apart during a reseal, conduct a visual corrosion inspection, and replace all the seals. We dress and repaint the blades and
do a final track and balance as well. We look at this as an alternative to an overhaul so we make sure all the parts are safe to run until the next TBO
period. If there are any other items that need to be addressed we can do it at this time.
A propeller reseal and inspection is generally about half the cost of a traditional overhaul. This relatively inexpensive procedure can add life to your
aircraft’s propeller through the early discovery of corrosion and other detrimental issues.
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Vintage Aircraft & Warbird Propeller Overhaul,
Repairs, & Inspections
Vintage aircraft and warbirds are significant investments. You don’t want to waste your money.
Propellers of all shapes and sizes take a beating. It doesn’t matter if you’re flying a Beechcraft Bonanza, a P-51 Mustang, a Cessna, a Piper Super
Cub, or a Curtiss. Taking care of those propellers should be a top priority.
Vintage airplane enthusiasts nationwide use us for their propeller work. When you send your metal or composite propeller to an FAA certified repair
facility, like Stockton Propeller, for your propeller work, you are trusting your propeller to the best.
Inspections
Your propeller can appear to be functioning very well during each flight. But if you fly or live in humid conditions, over saltwater, or through the dusty
air, internal corrosion could be destroying your governor or propeller. Catch corrosion early with regular inspections!
Some propellers require routine inspections. When we do these inspections we look at the whole propeller, not just the part that is required to be
looked at. We want to make sure the entire prop is safe to operate. We make sure all the preloads and adjustments are correct even if they were not
when we received it.
In order to perform an inspection it is necessary to do a reseal since the prop needs the internal parts inspected as well as the external parts. We
take the propeller entirely apart during a reseal, conduct a visual corrosion inspection, and replace all the seals. We do a final track and balance as
well. We look at this as an alternative to an overhaul so we make sure all the parts are safe to run until the next TBO period. If there are any other
items that need to be addressed we can do it at this time. We can also dress and repaint the blades if desired or if needed.
Repairs
We can do repairs on your propeller and make it airworthy again without having to do a complete overhaul in most cases. Sometimes it just needs a
reseal or maybe has a worn, corroded or broken part. We can evaluate and give you options for the desired results.
Overhauls
More issues than just a quick repair or inspection? We routinely perform overhauls on vintage aircraft and warbirds governors and propellers.
A propeller inspection is generally about half the cost of a standard overhaul. This relatively inexpensive procedure can add life to your
aircraft’s propeller through the early discovery of corrosion and other detrimental issues.
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Propeller & Governor Maintenance & Overhauls

At Stockton Propeller, we offer reliable, dependable, quality overhauls with a strong emphasis on craftsmanship. We perform all overhauls per the
latest manufacturer’s overhaul manuals. We replace all needed parts per the manufacturer’s manuals. All service bulletins, service letters, and
airworthiness directives are researched and complied with. Stockton Propeller is a full-service shop. Most all processes can be completed in-house,
thereby eliminating the time and expense of shipping parts out for service.
We service your complete propeller, governor, spinner, bulkhead, and support system interface. We use a combination of force application devices
and manual techniques to repair damaged blades back to specifications or modify experimental propeller blades for extra performance.
When you send your metal or composite propeller and governor to an FAA certified repair facility, like Stockton Propeller, you are trusting the best.
Aircraft propeller governors are essential components of constant speed and full-feathering propeller systems, allowing pilots to maintain the
desired RPM under varying flight and air conditions. Damaged or worn governors can cause significant performance or safety issues for your
aircraft. During a regularly scheduled engine or propeller overhaul is a great time also to service your governor. Check with your manufacturer for
their recommendation.
We disassemble the governor to clean all internal and external components. During this time, we perform a visual and dimensional
inspection to detect any obvious surface flaws or damage—such as rust, corrosion, or pitting—that require repair. We also perform
non-destructive inspection to detect hairline cracks and other potentially damaging flaws. Without this needed inspection, these defects could
cause the governor to fail.
The governor is then reassembled, complying with all appropriate Service Bulletins, and set to the proper specifications.
Because overhauling a propeller or governor is such a detailed, complicated process, it’s essential to find an approved propeller and governor
service facility with the right combination of specialized training, tooling, and equipment to service your aircraft expertly.
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Custom Blade Work For Experimental Aircraft

Experimental airplane enthusiasts nationwide use us for their custom propeller work. When you send your metal or composite propeller to an FAA
certified repair facility, like Stockton Propeller, you are trusting your propeller to the best.
At Stockton Propeller, our team enjoys working with experimental aircraft enthusiasts. It doesn’t matter whether you are actively testing new
technologies or hold your own “experimental” airworthiness certificate for a homebuilt aircraft. Our team is also uniquely qualified to assist
experimental aircraft owners in creating, maintaining, and repairing custom propellers for their flight. With decades of experience in aircraft, our
talented staff will work closely with you to understand your aircraft’s requirements and performance objectives.
A propeller is one of the hardest working parts on an airplane. Taking care of those propellers should be a top priority.
If you’re building or flying an experimental plane, it’s essential to ensure you have high-quality propellers.
We can help – and work within your customized specifications.
Contact us today to talk more about your custom project.
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Who Uses Us?

What Propellers Do We Work On?

√ Airplane Enthusiasts
√ FBOs
√ OEMs
√ Flight schools
√ Flying clubs
√ Air carriers

√ Beechcraft
√ CATTO
√ Flottorp
√ Hamilton Standard
√ Hartzell
√ McCauley

√ MT
√ Raytheon/Beech
√ Sensenich
√ Whirlwind
√ & accepted/approved
Experimental

Customers Are Our Top Priority
We are a shop of knowledgeable and fully-trained personnel who genuinely understand teardown and assembly processes and procedures.
Stockton Propeller is not an on-the-job training facility!
Free Mobile Pick-Up and Delivery Within Our Service Area
In our service area of northern California and western Nevada, we offer free mobile pick-up and delivery. This complimentary service is especially
helpful for FBOs so that the entire airplane can be serviced at once – not piece-by-piece at different shops at different times.
Our Quality Assurance Department Is Second-To-None
Our quality control department is the largest, best equipped and best trained single department within Stockton Propeller. We would rather spend
our money up front to assure quality than argue warranty issues at a later date.
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STOCKTON
PROPELLER
Address

2478 Wilcox Road, Stockton, Califtornia 95215

Service Manager

info@stocktonpropeller.com

Quality Assurance

qa@stocktonpropeller.com

Phone

1-800-749-7767

Parts Department:

qa@stocktonpropeller.com

